Discussion on the Mechanism of Action of High-frequency Drugs for Treating Heart Failure Based on Network Pharmacology
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[Abstract] Objective: To explore the target and mechanism of Astragalus membranaceus, poria, salvia miltiorrhiza and semen leiocarpa in the treatment of heart failure by network pharmacology. Methods: The active components of traditional Chinese medicine and the target of heart failure were screened by multi-platform, and the standard gene was transformed by Uniprot. CytoCasp 3.6.1 was used to draw the network diagram of traditional Chinese medicine - component - target. Go and KEGG analysis were performed by Metascape. Results: A total of 36 predictive target sites of Radix Astragalus, Fuling poria, Salvia miltiorrhiza and Draba nemorosa were screened for treatment of heart failure, mainly involving nerve and factor pathways: ADRB2, ADRA1B and AChE. Cancer pathway: TP53, TNF; Pathways of inflammation: IL1B, PTSG2, PTSG1; Sex hormone pathway: ESR1, AR, PGR; Others: SCN5A, HIF1A, etc. The results of GO and KEGG enrichment suggested that the treatment of heart failure with the top four drugs involved cancer pathway, calcium signaling pathway, HIF-1 signaling pathway, and involved in blood circulation, cell proliferation and other processes. Conclusion: This study combines the pharmacological studies of Chinese medicine and western medicine to reveal the mechanism of multi-target and multi-channel regulation of body balance in Chinese medicine treatment.
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Heart failure is the traditional Chinese medicine "water disease", "heart water" that is, the pathogenesis for heart qi promotion, warming is not good, resulting in qi deficiency, blood stasis, edema. Chronic heart failure is often seen in the elderly viscera qi failure, qi deficiency and blood circulation water weakness into chronic heart failure qi deficiency and blood stasis water stop syndrome. Based on previous data mining results, this study suggests that the top four drugs in TCM treatment of heart failure are Astragalus membranaceus, poria, salvia membranaceus and semen leiocarpa var. leiocarpa. Therefore, network pharmacology method is used to study the pharmacological mechanism of the four high-frequency drugs in the treatment of heart failure, in order to provide a new direction for the research and development of Chinese medicine.

1 Network pharmacology

Since different compatibility of traditional Chinese medicine can treat various diseases, it is speculated that traditional Chinese medicine and compound medicine have the characteristics of multi-component and multi-channel regulation, so the platform of traditional Chinese medicine composition is used to search its chemical composition and explore the mechanism, which is a new idea for the current
research of traditional Chinese medicine.

2 Network pharmacological research

2.1 Drug composition screening and target collection

(1) Apply TCMSP (OB(%)>30, DL>0.18), BATMAN platform (Score cutoff≥20, P≥0.05), TCMSP (OB(%)>30, DL>0.18), to screen interacting protein by respectively inputting astragalus, tuckahoe, the root of red-rooted salvia, semen lepidii. Uniprot platform was used to name the standard genes of the proteins.

(2) Use Genecards and OMIM disease databases to collect heart failure targets and remove duplicates.

(3) The Venn platform was used to intersect the component targets and disease targets to obtain the target target of the four medicines for the treatment of heart failure.

2.2 Import the file into Cytoscape software to obtain the visualization of TCM components and targets, and adjust parameters to highlight important targets.

2.3 Key targets were input into Metascape for ontology function analysis and enrichment pathway analysis.

3 Conclusion

3.1 Target gene collection

The active ingredients and targets of the four drugs were obtained through TCMSP and Batman database, and 176 active ingredients and 1445 targets were obtained after combining and de-weighting.

A total of 3456 Heart failure targets were obtained after Gene Cards (Score≥7.655) and OMIM disease database were searched for "Heart failure" combined with deduplication.

Thirty-six common targets of four herbs of milkvetch root, Indian bread, semen lepidii and Radix salviae miltiorrhizae in the treatment of heart failure were obtained by using Venn diagram (Figure 1, Figure 2).

![Figure 1. Intersection diagram of four drug targets](image1)

![Figure 2. Intersection diagram of the intersection of four drugs and heart failure targets](image2)

![Figure 3. Chinese medicine - composition - target network diagram](image3)
3.2 GO functional analysis
The cell composition mainly affects the membrane raft and the components of the presynaptic membrane (Figure 3). Molecular function mainly involves the G-protein-coupled amine receptor activity and nuclear receptor activity, etc. A histogram of BP, CC and MF results was drawn based on the P value (Figure 4).

![Figure 4. GO figure](image)

3.3 KEGG enrichment
Signs mainly covered cancer pathways, HIF-1 pathway, calcium pathway, etc. Signal pathways were plotted as pathway bubble diagram according to the order of P value (Figure 5).

![Figure 5. KEGG enrichment diagram](image)

4 Discussion
Astragalus membranaceus mainly consists of astragalus saponins, flavonoids, polysaccharides, etc[1]. And it has diuretic, cardiostatic, anti-hypoxia and vasodilation effects[2]. Animal experiments showed that poria cocos could inhibit the expression of AQP2 and increase urine excretion. Draba nemorosa can increase cardiac output, reduce anterior and posterior load, and has no digitalis accumulation toxicity[3]. It can inhibit the RAAS system and inhibit ventricular remodeling[4]. Salvia miltiorrhiza can inhibit RASS metabolism and regulate catecholamine to prevent myocardial remodeling. Tanishone II A expanding coronary artery and reduce myocardial oxygen consumption[5].

Through network pharmacological analysis, the key targets of Astragalus membranaceus, Salvia miltiorrhiza, Fulia and Draba nemorosa in the treatment of heart failure are ADRB2, ADRA1B, TNFa, FOS, PTGS, SCN5a, ESR1.
and so on. ADRB2 belongs to the sympathetic nervous system and affects the cardiovascular system by regulating water and salt metabolism. Overexpression of ADRA1B reduces systolic response to β-AR activation in heart failure[6]. FOS is related to cell differentiation and apoptosis. Astragalus polysaccharide and tanshinone can inhibit myocardial NF-κB activity, reduce TNF-α and IL-6 levels, and improve cardiac function grading[7]. Studies have shown that the levels of CA125 and CA19-9 in heart failure patients are significantly higher than those in non-heart failure patients[8]. In addition, the use of PTGS1 and PTGS2 inhibitors also increases the risk of HF[9].

Studies on the relationship between sex hormones and heart failure have shown that the ratio of T/E2 is related to the development of HF events[10]. SCN5A encodes cardiac sodium channels, and strict regulation of this gene ensures a stable heart rhythm[11].

GO and KEGG enrichment results showed that astragalus membranaceus, salvia miltiorrhiza, poria and semen leioarpa involved cancer pathway, calcium signal, HIF-1 signal, cAMP signal and other pathways in the treatment of heart failure, and participated in blood circulation, cell secretion, cell proliferation and other biological processes. HIF1A induces VEGF expression, promotes angiogenesis and prevents myocardial hypoxia, which is an important therapeutic direction for heart failure[12]. CAMP is involved in cardiac excitation and renal water retention, etc., and the lower the cAMP content, the more serious the heart failure[13]. Calcium signaling pathway regulates myocardial contractibility, and the study of a new Ca^{2+} release channel stabilizer is a new direction for the treatment of heart failure[14].

In conclusion, network pharmacology showed that astragalus membranaceus, poria cocos, salvia miltiorrhiza, semen lepidii key targets for treatment of heart failure on nerve factor, inflammation, cancer, and ion sources, etc., and GO and enrichment of KEGG pathway analysis are consistent with heart failure mechanism, biological process, explains the use of pharmacology method can provide methods for TCM modernization research, contribute to the vigorous development of traditional Chinese medicine in the future.
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